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Chapter 121 - Meeting His Group Members 

Elyon looked around the stadium but didn't see the other four humans that 

were still missing. He turned towards Allannia and asked: "Then, where are 

the other humans?" 

Allannia was in charge of everything regarding this event and she knew who 

was about to come, but even for her, it was hard to predict when those 

humans would arrive. 

"They must be almost arriving, since the invites were sent a long time ago, 

however, the place they are coming from is very far from here." 

"Hm? Who are they really?" 

At this moment they heard a female voice that was full of excitement. 

"Oh?! We're finally here! What do you think of this place Senior Sister 

Ruolan?" 

"This place is really interesting, but I still think you are way too much excited 

Junior Sister Jiayi." The woman called Ruolan had a graceful voice that made 

the male elves look at her direction without even realizing. 

Their figures finally entered the field of vision of everyone, and even the elves 

couldn't help but admire. They never thought they would see humans that 

were so beautiful like them, comparable to elven beauties. However, since 

they were humans from the younger generation, the elves could only do so 

much. 

Beside those two girls, there was another woman that seemed to have really 

sharp eyebrows and eyes. She was like a lance, always ready to thrust 

forward and put a hole on the enemy. Her figure was very good as well. 
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When they entered, Seth instantly recognized them. They were the girls who 

had passed the entrance exam for the Glazed Lake Sect, back in the Hilkhell 

city. The willful and full of excitement one, was the girl that easily camouflaged 

in the middle of that huge confusion that happened in the arena, her name 

was Jiayi, while her Senior Sister Ruolan, was the girl that had graceful and 

swift sword strikes and fluid movements. 

The other woman, Seth had also seen. She was the lancer that defeated eight 

opponents at once at that time. Her lance strikes were always swift and 

ferocious, leaving no chance for the enemy to escape. 

All in all, only three people appeared where the fourth was yet to appear. But 

before she even entered the arena, Seth felt something different. He felt the 

Soul Link connection inside of him stir and he instantly knew who was about 

to arrive even before she entered the stadium. 

His eyes lit up with excitement, since there have been many months since the 

last time he was able to see her. Seth ignored if he would suffer from any 

headache and activated his Soul Sense, just so he could see her earlier. 

While doing that, he caught the aura of many hidden experts in the vicinity, 

but he chose to ignore them and concentrate on finding the one he wanted the 

most. 

He felt two different auras approaching from above. One of them was at the 

Profound Mana Realm while the other was at the Qi Transformation initial-

stage Realm. The former was the aura of the Eleventh Palace Master of the 

Glazed Lake Sect, while the latter... 

Two beautiful women descended from the skies, but the youngest one 

outshone the other. Caizhi was a bit more mature and beautiful now, even her 

bearing was straighter and radiating confidence. 



Actually, she was training really hard in order to show Seth and Lilian her 

value. She wanted to make it a surprise for them when the time was right, but 

unknown to her, Seth was already admiring her from his seat. She has 

changed and it was better than he could have expected. 

Elydir was standing behind his father with an indifferent countenance. 

Everything that happened until now, except for Seth, was not able to evoke 

any emotion on him, but when he saw Caizhi, his heart started to beat faster. 

He started to tremble in excitement and inside his eyes an ominous light 

appeared. 

The Eleventh Palace Master of the Glazed Lake Sect, supported herself and 

Caizhi to the ground. She looked towards the entourage of powerful elves in 

front of her holding her head high. Even the "Nature Roots" didn't have 

enough standings before one of the Human Higher Grounds. Only the Elven 

Royal Family could stand side by side with them. 

"So, you have finally arrived." Allannia said with seriousness. 

"Are you Chief Commander Allannia? The person in charge of the whole 

event?" 

"Yes, I am." 

"Good. I am The Eleventh Palace Master of the Glazed Lake Sect and this girl 

here is the direct disciple of our Lake Goddess. I hope nothing bad happens to 

her, or else I can't guarantee what our goddess is going to do about it." 

The first exchange of words between them was a naked threat from the 

Eleventh Palace Master. 

The elves felt a bitter taste in their mouths, but they could do nothing about it. 

They could only bow their head before the influence and power of that huge 

behemoth that was the Glazed Lake. 



Allannia narrowed her eyes, but didn't reply with rudeness, on the contrary, 

she made sure to be polite. 

"Don't worry, palace master. I guarantee you that nothing bad is going to 

happen and even if anything out of our expectations end up happening, there 

are some measures ready for that situation." 

"Good. Excuse us then." 

"Wait... You know that this stage of the event is going to be performed by a 

party of five people, right?" Allannia didn't like how they were acting and 

decided to bother them with the rules of the event. 

"I do." 

"Good. Since you already know, then it is easier to explain. There is a human 

that is going to be part of your group of people. I hope you can get along with 

him." 

"Him?" The Eleventh Palace Master didn't like that a male was going to be 

part of her disciple's group. 

"Yes. There, take a look." Allannia pointed towards a distant corner of the 

arena, where Seth was lazily sitting. 

When the Eleventh Palace Master saw him, she felt like he was kind of 

familiar but couldn't remember where she has seen him before. However, she 

never expected that Caizhi would start to run towards him all of a sudden. 

"Seth!" Caizhi was missing him just like he missed her and she got excited 

after seeing him here. Truth be told, it never passed through her mind, that 

Seth would be here and even though she wanted to surprise him with her 

evolution, she'd rather meet him faster than taking years just to make it a 

higher surprise. 



"Caizhi... I missed you." Seth stood up and went towards her. He embraced 

Caizhi just like he did when she departed at the Hilkhell city. 

Caizhi was starting to like these embraces Seth always gave her. It made her 

feel welcomed, a feeling her family failed to give her and something she 

wished for. 

"I missed you too." 

While Seth and Caizhi were having their warm reunion, Elydir felt like his 

world was crumbling. He clenched his fists so hard, that his nails dug on the 

palm of his hands, making blood drip from it. He was an elf from one of the 

"Nature Roots", a supreme family that could look down on anyone, yet he felt 

attraction towards a female human. Not only that, but the female human was 

acting intimately with a lowly male human right in front of him. 

Elydir wanted to take his bow and shoot Seth to death right now, however, he 

exerted all his strength to control himself. 

The three other female disciples from the Glazed Lake approached the duo 

that was still intimately hugging. 

Jiayi went forwards and asked curiously: "Senior Sister Caizhi, who is this 

handsome lad?" 

After Caizhi heard her Junior Sister question, she separated from Seth and 

said: "His name is Seth and he is my boyfriend." 

"B-B-B-Boyfriend?" All three of them couldn't believe what they were hearing. 

The direct disciple of the Lake Goddess and their Senior Sister Caizhi, had a 

boyfriend? 

The girls looked towards Seth full of curiosity. They had lived together with 

Caizhi all this while and knew that she would never give any attention to a 

worthless man. 



"Seth, these are my Junior Sisters in the sect. The younger one here, is Jiayi, 

that graceful lady is Ruolan and the last one is the elegant and valiant 

Xiurong." 

"Hello there Seth. Please tell us, how did you manage to so easily move our 

Senior Sister's heart?" Jiayi was just like a curious cat. She didn't fear 

anything and always wanted to know how things happened. 

"Ahaha, it wasn't easy you know. I had to work really hard for it." 
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As Seth was familiarizing with his team members, time was passing by and 

the time for the start of the Wild Games arrived. 

Rumble! 

The ground started to shake and a blue light enveloped the whole stadium. 

The ground opened up, revealing a very short passage that led to a huge 

door. The door opened up, revealing a blue void behind. 

Everyone looked towards it and instantly realized that it was a formation for 

teleporting people. 

 


